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Elastic Path Commerce 
Catalog 
Syndication
Framework

Standardize catalog data across all your applications 
and channels to deliver unified and consistent commerce 
experiences wherever your customers are.

Share catalog content and data in real-time to sell on third-party marketplaces, power your digital experience platform, 
and activate any channel or application that requires knowledge of the catalog.

Key capabilities

Syndication API
Gain quick and reliable access to any catalog data 
element with an easy to use REST API

Extensible API
Easily add catalog fields to the API and create new 
batch feeds with a flexible syndication framework

Synchronization options
Choose the option that makes the most sense for your 
application to consume catalog data. Synchronize 
the entire catalog, incremental catalog changes, or 
subscribe to events and update catalog data in  
real-time

Designed for performance
Rapidly synchronize catalog data using either API or 
batch feeds, no catalog is too large.

Batch feeds
Create batch feeds for catalog updates, including full 
and incremental synchronization in virtually any format 
you need

Core catalog objects
Support for synchronizing common catalog objects like 
products, bundles, SKUs, categories, brands, attributes 
and metadata.
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Benefits 
Accelerate Time to Market. Quickly connect new end-points with your product catalog through simple
configuration instead of coding.

Unify experiences. Deliver consistent and accurate catalog information to all customer touchpoints and
channels of engagement.

Tame complexity. Easily extend your product catalog to any end-point without the need to create and maintain
custom code.

Preserve compatibility. Ensure catalog feeds remain intact as commerce platform upgrades are applied.


